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Abstract
We nd a family of exact solutions to the semi-classical equations (includ-
ing back-reaction) of two-dimensional dilaton gravity, describing infalling null
matter that becomes outgoing and returns to innity without forming a black
hole. When a black hole almost forms, the radiation reaching innity in
advance of the original outgoing null matter has the properties of Hawking
radiation. The radiation reaching innity after the null matter consists of a
brief burst of negative energy that preserves unitarity and transfers informa-








Recently we presented a modied two-dimensional (2D) dilaton gravity theory that is
exactly solvable semiclassically [1]. In this 2D theory (as in 4D Einstein gravity), infalling
null matter forms a black hole only if its energy M is above a certain critical value M
cr
.
In Ref. [1] we studied the supercritical case, M > M
cr
, in which a black hole is formed
and evaporates by emitting Hawking radiation. In this work we study the subcritical case,
M < M
cr
, in which the infalling matter becomes outgoing and escapes to innity without
forming a black hole. Because we can obtain the numerical solution to the future of the
classical outgoing matter, we can see how correlations among outgoing created particles



























































where  is the dilaton eld, R(x) is the 2D Ricci scalar,  is a constant, f
i
are N matter
(massless scalar) elds,  = hN=12, and G(x; x
0
) is an appropriate Green function for r
2
(for
more details see Ref. [1]). In null coordinates, z













, the equations of motion (from varying f
i
,  and g
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, where X  e
 2


















































is the classical (zero order in h) contribution to the energy-
momentum tensor of the f
i




) are integration functions determined
by the specic quantum state of the matter scalar elds [1]. Because  is a scalar, but  is






































































































static solutions because in the asymptotically at coordinates 










  =2 + C, where C is a constant. For
C > C

 (=4)(log(=4)   1) the vacuum solutions have a null singularity at x

= 0,
which is a nite ane distance from any point in the interior of the space-time. For C < C








) = 0. The solution with C = C

is a semi-innite throat which is everywhere regular
and geodesically complete [1].









) on asymptotic past null innity,
=
 









). To do so, we choose reecting boundary
conditions on the matter elds f
i






















everywhere, which corresponds to no quantum radiation on =
 
.







= constant. We take X
B












































is the energy-momentum tensor of the matter elds, including
























)] is the one-loop contribution to the energy-momentum tensor of
the scalar matter elds [6]. The last term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (3) arises because of
quantum particle creation from the boundary (which is eectively a \moving mirror" [2]).
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, which is equivalent to the elds f
i




















. The boundary condition (3) is also conformally
invariant [7,3].





 , i.e., region I in Fig. 1, the geometry
























  ). The solution (2) to the past of








































































and momentum of the classical infalling matter.
For initial static geometries with C < C

, the (very localized) infalling matter forms















+ ) is the









). The black hole evaporates by emitting
Hawking radiation [1], and the semiclassical evolution seems to be non-unitary [1,8]. In
the subcritical case, M < M
cr
, the classical infalling matter is reected from the boundary,
which is always time-like (see Fig. 1) and the evolution is unitary. We next nd the solution
numerically to the future of the outgoing classical null matter (i.e., in region III of Fig.1) in
this subcritical case.
In Kruskal coordinates we use the constraint equations to write the boundary condition








































, which is of
the order of M=(
2
) in the region of classical reection, is large. However, in this work we
consider the case in whichX
B






) << 1. This is consistent
with the condition, h=X
B
<< 1, that is necessary for the semiclassical approximation to
4
be valid everywhere, since in the large N limit we can take h to zero suciently fast while






)! 0, the nal term in Eq.

















One can study the solutions for general infalling matter (not necessarily a very localized
one). The main features regarding correlations and Hawking radiation with general infalling




































+) is the total momentum of the classical infalling matter and the
function F (x
 
) is determined by the boundary conditions. From (6) and the constraints,



















(y)), and using (6) get an ordinary (second









































= to be the value of y just after the classical reection (in
the limit  ! 0). Using the continuity of the solution and the classical reecting





































, and solve (7) numerically for dierent values of the infalling mass. The re-
sults that we get are qualitatively the same for any value of  as long as  << M
cr
. We
use an embedded fth order Runge-Kutta ODE integration routine [11]. The solutions for
q(y) are shown in Fig. 2.
When the infalling mass, M , is much less than M
cr
, as in Fig. 2a, the boundary curve
is hardly aected by the infalling matter, but when M approaches M
cr
, as in Fig. 2b, the
timelike boundary curve is strongly aected and approaches a null curve.
To see that the solutions are indeed stable (i.e., that the total amount of energy radiated
to =
+












(y(u))], where u =  
 1




) are null coordinate in which
the metric is manifestly asymptotically at (i.e.,  ! 0 on =
+
). The results are shown in
Fig. 3 for the same cases considered in Fig. 2.
The negative-energy radiation to the future of the original outgoing null matter (i.e., in
the region u > u
0
) approaches zero exponentially fast. The magnitude of the total radiated









=). If t is the time as
measured by an asymptotic observer in which this energy E is radiated to =
+
, then we obtain












) <  = Nh=12,
of the type discussed by Ford and Roman [12]. The Heisenberg time-energy uncertainty
principle implies that an attempt to measure the energy of this burst in the available time
t will disturb the energy by at least jEj.
We have veried numerically that the magnitude of negative energy radiated to the future
of the classical reected matter (u > u
0
) is equal to that of the positive quantum radiation
reaching =
+
before the classical reected matter (u < u
0
). Thus energy is conserved. The
total amount of energy on =
+




















du = M , and the solutions are indeed stable.
In Fig. 3a the mass is far below the critical mass and the quantum ux of radiation is
much less than that of thermal Hawking radiation, while in Fig. 3b the ux of radiation




< u < u
0
) approaches that of
Hawking radiation. As M approaches the critical mass, the radiation before the classical
reection becomes indistinguishable from Hawking radiation originating from a black hole.
Since the semiclassical evolution of this reecting solution is unitary by construction
[13,14,5,3], the radiation to the future of u
0
must be strongly correlated with the radiation
to the past of u
0































) which describes the correlations in the outgoing
radiation on =
+














































=)). Let us rst consider the correlations in the radiation reaching
=
+

































with both near u
0












































The leading term in (10) is just the correlation function in 2D for thermal black body
radiation [4] with temperature T = =2, the temperature of 2D dilatonic black holes
[15,16]. Through the same calculation that gave Eq. (10), we nd that (10) is also the
correlation function for Hawking radiation from an evaporating 2D black hole.
To explicitly verify the correlations between the quantum radiation reaching =
+
before
and after the classical reected matter, we numerically calculate (9) by holding u
0
xed on






) as a function of u. The results are shown in Fig.
4, where the mass of the infalling matter is just below the critical mass, M = 0:99M
cr
.
In Fig. 4a we show the correlations between the radiation at u
0
= 3:6, and the radiation
elsewhere on =
+
. This value of u
0
is suciently close to u
0
(= 4:6) that the radiation has
the same form as the Hawking radiation from a black hole. For u < u
0
the correlation is
almost thermal, as in Eq. (10). It diverges at u = u
0
and becomes small for ju  u
0
j  1=.
The most dramatic eect occurs just after the reected matter reaches =
+
, i.e., at u = u
0
+.
The correlations rise (continuously when  is nite [10]) to extremely high values of order
e
15
. These huge correlations are required for unitary evolution because the negative-energy
radiation reaching =
+
after the classical reected matter is very localized in time.
Fig. 4b shows the correlations calculated numerically between the negative-energy radi-
ation reaching =
+
just after the classical reected matter and the radiation elsewhere on
=
+




+  and  ! 0
+
. The correlations diverge at u = u
0
7
and decrease rapidly when u > u
0
. On the other hand the correlations with the Hawking
radiation (u < u
0
) remain extremely high for relatively large values of ju u
0
j. In contrast,








The above results may plausibly be interpreted as arising from the creation of particle-
antiparticle pairs [17]. The particles reach innity and give rise to the positive (Hawking)
radiation, while the antiparticles carrying negative energy are reected from the boundary
and give rise to the negative energy radiated to =
+
after the classical reected matter. If it
were not for the negative-energy burst the correlations between the particles and antiparticles
would be lost and the nal state would be a mixed state. Thus, the negative-energy burst can
be regarded as carrying information equal to the magnitude of the entropy S of the Hawking
radiation reaching =
+





>> =4, we nd that S  (N=12)log[4M
cr
=()]. The negative-energy burst thus




I = S=t. Using the earlier upper bound on jEjt,
we nd that this gives
_




. The theoretical upper bound on the







to within a factor of order 1. If this bound can be extended to E < 0 by replacing E by jEj,









is clearly exceeded for large but nite N in our system as M approaches M
cr
.
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FIGURES
FIG. 1. Penrose diagram for a typical subcritical solution. The 2D space-time is the inte-
























FIG. 2. The boundary curve x
+
B
= q(y). In (a) the mass of the infalling matter isM = 0:1M
cr
and in (b) it is M = 0:9M
cr




= is plotted on the
horizontal axes.
FIG. 3. Quantum radiation on =
+
. In (a) M = 0:1M
cr





in units of 
2
=4 (which is the value for Hawking radiation from 2D black holes). In (a) u
0
= 0:1
and in (b) u
0
= 2:3.




) for xed u
0
. In (a) we take u
0
= 3:6,




= 4:6 from above.
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